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Abstract

The lUtus of our work on heavy meson production n presented for charmonium. In or-
der to reach a homogeneous understanding of heavy meson production in different hadronic
processes, our aim has been to perform a complete microscopic description of the relevant
physical processes involved. These include the production of an initially strongly localized
cc-pair that evolves in time while simultaneously taking account of its interaction with sur-
rounding hadronic matter, such as transitions mixing different charmonium states caused by
the gluonic fields from the scattering hadrons. The time evolution of charmonium, including
these processes, can be treated analytically in a quantum mechanical picture. The results
on J /9 production are presented and com- ared with the experimental data.

1 Introduction

A lot of interest has recently been focused on the suppression of Jfit's in central nucleus-nucleus
collisions. First predicted as a signal of quark-gluon-plasma formation [1], it has been verified
experimentally [2] and since then many models have been worked out, partially based on the
idea of a formation time, to explain the suppression using an intermediate plasma or a purely
hadronic phase (see, e.g., [3] - [8] and references quoted there).

Although not so spectacular, some hitherto unexplained properties of charm production are
already present in hadroo • nucleus (hA) collisions. Here, the S/9 absorption cross section per
nudeon is reduced for large nuclei and shows a dependence on I F whose physical origin is not
understood yet [9,10]. Using this just as input and extrapolating to nucleus-nucleus collisions,
these data fail to explain the observed J/it suppression as well. The use of a nonperturbative
heavy quark production mechanism also fails to provide an understanding of the experimental
observations [11,12].

Our goal here is to achieve a homogeneous understanding of charmonium production in all
kinds of hadronic collisions. In the following, we use a perturbative QCD picture. Calculations
of the relevant cross sections of the production of a heavy quark pair are available up to order o3

[13,14]. Subsequently, we need to perform a rigorous, microscopic treatment of how the heavy
meson interacts with its surrounding matter while it is being formed.

Forming a heavy meson proceeds in two steps: First, as mentioned, the QQ pair is created in
a hard process. Its time scale. rproj * A/2m<j is so short that this can be viewed as a pointlike



process. Second, the subsequent, slower formation of the extended bound states (mesons) from
this initial pair. This was considered to happen on a formation time scale rform » rbound/iwi
being of the order of 1 fm for a JjV . There is however some conceptual difficulty: Without
considering interaction of an evolving cc-pair with its surrounding, the presence of a certain
bound state is determined immediately by the creation of the pair (classically, by the cc relative
momentum, as well as quantum mechanically by the time independent proje» lion ( bound state
| initial cc state ) ), leaving no room for a formation time. For a cc-pair that interacts with its
surrounding this is not the case, but the effect of the external interaction on the formation of
bound states remains dubious.

Our work provides a detailed description of this second meson production stage, incorporat-
ing the intrinsic dynamics of the pair and its extrinsic interaction with surrounding matter in a
quantum mechanical treatment. The study is of theoretical interest - What are the dominant
physical effects? Can the concept of a time scale attributed to meson absorption be justified?
What is the effect of multiple scattering? - as well as for the understanding of the beforemen-
tioned experimental observations in different hadronic reactions in a consistent way.

The present report sketches briefly the basic physical input of the model and states theo-
retical results on absorption in the next section. The third section contains a comparison with
experimental datas. Readers interested in more details are refered to [15].

2 Evolving Charmonium in Interaction

First, we describe the setup of the model. It incorporates the dominant mechanisms in a
transparent way and allows for a largely analytical treatment.

Starting from the point where the heavy quark pair is produced, we follow its motion while
it evolves, interacting simultaneously with hadrons. To describe the free time evolution of
Charmonium, we use a nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator potential, adjusted to give the correct
ground state width corresponding to the physical size of the / / $ . It provides for confinement
and reproduces the abundant low lying states J/9 , x and ¥ ' satisfactorily.

Absorption stands for transitions into charmonium or open charm states that do not decay
into /i-pairs registered experimentally. Charmonium as a small object interacts with gluonic
fields inside the hadrons that follow a linear potential and cause radial excitations of the charm
states. To model this, we describe the scattering as a passage of a c;.-pair through a color
condenser, the interaction being Hmi = - / t n - f with the string constant n = 1 GeV/fm and a
unit vector n parallel to the hadron color string axis rq - f9.

The Hamiltonian of the so interacting model charmonium is

*.-&+?»*•-«., (.,
with the relative coordinate f and the reduced mass m = ^ = 0.8 GeV. This is formulated in
the charmonium rest system into which the scattering hadrons have to be transformed.

The problem of multiple scattering is formulated as the passage of a heavy quark pair through
a number of randomly oriented color condensers being switched on and off suddenly. During
the time charmonium stays in each of these fields, r = U+i - <*, its interaction follows a single
field Hamiltonian Hi, with orientation n* as in eq.(l).

The scattering with n hadrons is accordingly described as a sum over these individual inter-
actions, giving the total time dependent Hamiltonian

(2)
ftsO



that is used to evaluate the entire scattering process.
The cc-p&ir produced in a hard scattering process is the initial state |¥o) • Its spatial

extension is small, given by the time the pair can stay off-shell before turning into real partons,
rfprod K hcf\fj/v. We describe |*o) as a gaussian wave function with an appropriate width
adjusted to this initial size.

So far for the physical input of the absorption model. The technical part of performing
the calculations is omitted here and we turn now to state briefly an illustrating result of the
absorption of our model charmonium.

Following the time evolution of charmonium, we find an increase in size to a maximum at rexp

= 0.85 fm, the characteristic expansion time scale (in the charm frame). Absorption is found to
depend on both the interaction and the actual system size, with an approximate proportionality
ff»b» « (r2)di*nn(f )• As an example, we give in Fig. 1 the results on the absorption cross section
in function of the number of nucleonic fields traversed.
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Figure 1: Absorption cross section of the cc-pair scattering with nucleons, normalized to the
geometrical nuclear cross section when all J / ¥ contribution is absorbed. A strong increase of
the absorption towards low charmonium momentum is seen.

We realize that the behavior of transition probability and cross section is dominated by the
expansion of charmonium in size on the scale rexp = 0.85 fm/c that has to be transformed in the
nucleon frame with the corresponding factor 7. During this time, 0 < t < 7 • TMp, the transition
probability drops rapidly. For the subsequent period of recontracting in size, the shrinking is
balanced by the effect of the interaction, resulting in an almost flat behavior of P(n). We find for
the multiple scattering process that the intuitive, 'semiclassical' view of the cc-pair expanding
in time, causing the absorption cross section to follow the time dependence of the system size,
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is justified by the outcome of the quantum mechanical calculation.

3 Application to hA and AA' collisions
Here we perform a brief comparison with the must important results on J /$ production.

First, let us consider hadron-nucleus (hA) collisions.
To describe J/i production, we use the common parametrization of the cross section,

a(pA -* . / / • X) = oo • A". In larger nuclei, more matter is present to absorb charmonium.
This corresponds to a decrease of the cross section per nucleon, or a decrease of a. In addition,
since absorption depends on charm final state momentum, o is a function of xp - pin/Po»t- A
calculation perfonred for Pt (A = 195) for an initial beam momentum of 200 GeV is shown in
Fig. 2. Towards high momenta, as xp -* 1, absorption approaches the constant value a(* = 0.98.
Towards lower z, the absorption increases, corresponding to a reduction of the cross section per
nucleon.

The experimental results on charm production are parametrized in the same form. atxp is
determined by comparing the cross section measurements of two different target nuclei. We
compare our results with the detailed measurements of N*A3 [9] who determined acxp = 0.94 ±
0.03, averaged over all z. The measurement for the dependence of atxp for a beam momentum
of 200 GeV are shown in Fig. 2 for incident pions and protons on targets of hydrogen and
platinum. For low z, a rather flat behavior of aexp is seen which then drops towards high z, the
decrease being stronger for protons than for pion projectiles.

The results of the coherent absorption calculation agre? for low momenta, but the trend of
the z-dependence is opposite for theory and experiment. The model presented here, combined
with a description of other physical effects such as a J /$ -* rje spin flip process (not presented
here) gives us quantitative control of the absorption effects. Consequently, an explanation of the
gap between the model results and experimental data has to come from other sectors outside the
present scope of the absorption model. The difference of initial parton distribution in proton and
nuclei, causing different initial xp distributions of the produced cc-pairs, can not be the entire
reason for this discrepancy [16]. Other contribution might simply be kinematical: Production
cross sections for heavy quarks are very sensitive to xp, and some momentum loss of projectile
and charmonium in the nucleus, distorting the xp distribution little, can cause a significant
change in the ratios of nucleus/proton cross sections. Such effects are presently under study.

At last, we consider now nucleus-nudeus-coilisions (AA') as the most interesting application
of the model.

The experiment NA38 determined the depletion of J /¥ 's in central collisions with respect
to peripheral ones [2]. Central and peripheral 'hits' are distinguished via the transverse energy
released in the collisions. J/V suppression is expressed as the ratio of the measured ratios
J/V signal versus continuum for different impact parameters. The measured ratios for the most
extreme energy bins are A"-Cu = °-8 2 ± °-22 for Oxygen on Copper, R"^v ~ °-52 ± 0 1 ° a n d

Rl*?v ~ 0 5 0 ± o o s f o r Oxygen and Sulfur on Uranium [2].
Translating the Ej trigger in an impact parameter dependence allows us to estimate the

J/9 depletion as expected from the absorption mechanism. Performing an analysis a alog to
the experimental one results in the suppression rates /f o_Cll = 0.73 and RQ-V = ^s-u = °-55-
These values for the suppression calculated from the absorption model agree well with the ones
experimentally observed.

The J/V suppression predicted by the absorption mechanism depends strongly on t; ? final
state momentum, xp. Towards higher IF, dilatation of the charmonium expansion in size leads
to a reduction of absorption cross section, resulting in a lower suppression. In the same way,
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Figure 2: J / ¥ cross section per nudeon for Pt as compared to the cross section on protons,
expressed in form of the parameter a being plotted here versus i f . Results from experiment
and the coherent scattering model are compared for a beam energy of 200 GeV/c. xA and pA
scattering results are from experiment N A3.

depletion of J / $ 's will increase towards low Xf. This dependence of the suppression on the
charm momentum is a peculiarity of the absorption mechanism and allows for a straightforward
experimental test whether it is of any physical significance.
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